Traditional vector quantization (VQ) schemes encode image blocks as VQ indices, in which there is significant similarity between the image block and the codeword of the VQ index. Thus, the method can compress an image and maintain good image quality. This paper proposes a novel lossless VQ indices compression algorithm to further compress the VQ index table. Our scheme exploits the high correlation of adjacent image blocks to search for the same VQ index with the current encoding index from the neighboring indices. To increase compression efficiency, codewords in the codebook are sorted according to the degree of similarity of adjacent VQ indices to generate a state codebook to find the same index with the current encoding index. Note that the repetition indices both on the search path and in the state codebooks are excluded to increase the possibility for matching the current encoding index. Experimental results illustrated the superiority of our scheme over other compression schemes in the index domain.
Introduction
Vector quantization (VQ) [1] is a popular lossy image compression algorithm, which is used extensively in the fields of data transmission and storage due to its high compression efficiency and decoding simplicity. Before encoding a digital image, the VQ encoder divides several images into some n × n blocks and trains a codebook consisting of the most representative codewords, which are calculated by using an LBG algorithm [1] . In the encoding phase, each block of the input image is individually replaced by the index of the closest codewords in the codebook. In the decoding phase, the VQ indices can be directly mapped to the corresponding codewords, thereby restructuring a similar image.
When the size of the image block is small, the similarity between the current image block and its neighboring blocks is high. Thus, the current VQ index can be found easily from neighboring VQ indices. Based on this characteristic, if the i th neighboring VQ index is the same as the current VQ index, then the ID number i is used to represent the current VQ index, thereby reducing the length of the index. In the decoding phase, the original VQ index can be derived by mapping the i th neighboring VQ index. Finite-state VQ (FSVQ) methods [2] [3] encode the current indices by using the state codebook of previously-processed indices, where the size of the state codebook is much smaller than that of the original VQ codebook. Thus, the bit rate of this method is lower than that of the traditional VQ compression method. However, this method incurs image distortion. In 1990, Nasrabadi and King [4] proposed an address VQ (AVQ) compression method, which uses the correlation of four adjacent blocks and constructs an address codebook. This method doesn't result in extra image distortion and significantly decreases the bit rate. However, the method has a high computational cost.
In 1996, Hsieh and Tsai [5] proposed a search-order coding (SOC) compression method to further encode the VQ index, thereby achieving better compression performance. The SOC method searches the same VQ index from previously-processed indices and encodes the current VQ index by the search-order code. The SOC scheme improves compression efficiency and is simple to use.
In 2009, Chang et al. [6] proposed a further improvement in the bit rate by using principle component analysis (PCA) to sort the codewords in the codebook to minimize the distance between neighboring indices. This new scheme is superior to both the SOC and VQ methods, but it increases computational cost. In 2013, Wang et al. [7] proposed an adjoining state codebook mapping (ASCM) scheme that can map the VQ index to the state codebooks of two adjacent image blocks, thereby reducing the length of the VQ index.
In this paper, we propose an SOC-based encoding scheme to further compress the VQ index table without extra image distortion. This method first searches the same VQ index from previously-processed indices, and the indices on the search path are relatively similar to the current processing index even though they are not the same. Furthermore, the state codebooks of these indices on the search path are generated, and they consist of indices of the most similar codewords in the codebook. Therefore, there is a high probability of finding the same VQ index with the current processing index from the indices of the state codebook. In addition, the repetition VQ indices on the search path and in the state codebooks are excluded to increase the possibility of finding the same index. The proposed method searches the same index from the neighboring indices and from the state codebooks of indices on the search path, thereby fully utilizing the correlation of neighboring image blocks and achieving the purpose of the VQ index compression.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews three compression algorithms, i.e., VQ, SOC, and ASCM. The proposed scheme is presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental results and compares them with the SOC method, Chang et al.'s scheme, and the ASCM method. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Related Work
In this section, we introduce three compression algorithms, i.e., VQ, SOC, and ASCM, in Subsections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, respectively.
VQ Algorithm
The VQ encoding method, which was proposed by Linde et al. [1] in 1980, is a popular lossy image compression algorithm. Fig. 1 illustrates the process of VQ encoding and decoding. In this method, an image to be encoded is first divided into several non-overlapping n × n blocks, where n is a pre-determined value. The greater the size of the image block, the lower the compression rate becomes. In the compression phase, the VQ encoder maps each image block to the most similar codeword in a pre-trained codebook and outputs the index of the codeword as the compression code. The VQ decoder can construct an image by mapping the VQ indices to their corresponding codewords in the same codebook. The restructured image is very similar to the original image because it consists of the most similar codewords. 
SOC Algorithm
The SOC algorithm, which was proposed by Hsieh and Tsai in 1996 [5] , is an image compression technique that reduces the bit rate of the VQ index table without causing any distortion. The SOC method searches the same index with the current encoding index from the neighboring indices and replaces the current VQ index with the corresponding search-order code. Thus, efficiently searching for the same VQ index from neighboring indices and generating the short SOC code has become a significant issue for the SOC algorithm.
The SOC algorithm processes the VQ index table in a raster scan order, i.e., from left to right and top to bottom. The current encoding index denotes a search center (SC), and the starting search point (SSP) is pre-determined. In Fig. 2 , the black dot represents the SC, and 1, 2, 3, and 4 denote different SSPs. The encoder attempts to find a match index of SC. Fig. 3 shows two different search orders, i.e., SSP = 1 and SSP = 4. Since VQ indices are encoded in a raster scan order, the solid boundary squares encoded before SC are chosen as search points (SPs), and the dotted boundary squares encoded after SC are not considered on a search path as non-search points. The encoder will search all SPs that appear on the search path, i.e., 1 st level, 2 nd level, …, until an SP is matched or all of the SPs are excluded. If an SP is matched, then the search-order code is sent to the decoder. Otherwise, if all SPs are not matched with the SC, then the original index value (OIV) of SC is transmitted to the decoder. In addition, an indicator bit is added into the front of the SOC and OIV to discriminate between them. The SOC algorithm excludes the repetition points to increase coding efficiency during the encoding phase. A repetition point represents an SP that has the same index value as the previous SP on the search path. For example, in Fig. 4 , the index of SC is 16, and SSP = 1. The repetition points are located at the coordinates (2, 2), (3, 2) , and (1, 3) because their VQ index values are all 18. These repetition points cause redundant searches and thereby lower the coding efficiency. Therefore, if an SP is a repetition point, it will be neglected by the encoder. The exclusion of repetition points increases the possibility of finding an SP with the same index value as SC because the bit number n of the search-order codes is limited. If we let the bit number n to be 2, three SPs, located at the coordinates (3, 2), (2, 4) , and (2, 1), will be searched. Since the index value of the 3 rd SP is matched with the SC, the search-order code for the SC is "10."
Fig. 4. Example of excluding repetition points
In the decoding phase, the indicator bit positioned in the front of the compression codes is used to distinguish between the SOC index and the OIV. Then, the decoder performs the searching procedure with the same parameters SSP and n that were used in the encoding phase to generate the search-order codes and extract the corresponding VQ index. After recovering the VQ index table, the image can be reconstructed by the traditional VQ decoder.
ASCM Algorithm
In 2013, Wang et al. [7] proposed an ASCM compression scheme that encodes the VQ index table by utilizing the high similarity of neighboring image blocks. High similarity means that the index of a block to encode may appear in the state codebooks of neighboring image blocks. The codewords of the original VQ codebook are sorted according to their degree of similarity to the upper block, and the indices of the first n codewords of the sorted codebook are put into the state codebook of the upper block (SCUB). The state codebook of the left block (SCLB) is generated using the same procedure that was used to generate the SCUB. Note that the SCLB excludes some codewords that appear in the SCUB. Fig. 5 shows an encoding example of the ASCM method. Assume that the VQ index of block A is 73, the VQ index of upper block B is 65, and the VQ index of block C is 80. First, SCUB is generated, which consists of four VQ indices, i.e., 65, 70, 75, and 81. Then, SCLB is generated, and it also is composed of four indices, i.e., 80, 81, 70, and 67. However, VQ indices 81 and 70 appear in SCUB and SCLB, thus SCLB excludes them and adds two indices of the closest codewords, i.e., 69 and 73. Consequently, SCLB is composed of 80, 67, 69, and 73. Since the VQ index of the encoding block A is mapped to the 3 rd index of SCLB, the output compression codes (1111) 2 are sent to the decoder. The first bit "1" denotes that block A is encoded by the ASCM method. The second bit "1" indicates that the VQ index of block A can be mapped to SCLB. The last two bits "11" indicate that the block A is mapped to the 3 rd index of SCLB. 
Proposed Scheme
The SOC algorithm just searches the same VQ index with the current encoding index from adjacent indices, while the ASCM algorithm utilizes state codebooks of the upper and the left image blocks of the current encoding image block to compress VQ indices. Both the SOC and ASCM algorithms utilize the high correlation of neighboring indices to further improve compression efficiency. To make full use of the correlation of adjacent indices, we combined the SOC algorithm and the ASCM algorithm to further decrease the bit rate. In our scheme, the SOC algorithm is first performed and the SOC indicator bit "0" plus the SOC index are sent to the decoder if any SP is matched with the current encoding index. Otherwise, state codebooks of indices on the search path are generated, and the state codebook indictor bits "10" plus the state codebook index (SCI) are sent to the decoder if the current encoding index is matched in any state codebook. Finally, if the current encoding index cannot be encoded by the above two compression methods, the non-compressible indicator bits "11" plus the original index value (OIV) are sent to the decoder. By searching the same index in the neighboring indices and in the state codebooks of the indices on the search path, the proposed scheme achieves a higher possibility of finding the same index, thus decreasing the bit rate.
Our proposed method processes VQ indices of the index table in a raster scan order. All indices are encoded by three kinds of compression codes, that is, SOC index, SOC index plus SCI, and OIV. To encode a VQ index, our proposed scheme first executes the searching procedure of the SOC algorithm to find the same index value. If any SP is matched with the current encoding index, the SOC indicator bit "0" plus the SOC index are output. Even if no SP is matched, the indices of SPs on the search path are similar to the encoding index. Therefore, we generate state codebooks of these indices on the search path and try to find the same index with the current encoding index in these state codebooks. The sizes of the state codebooks are much smaller than that of the original codebook generated by the traditional VQ algorithm, thus using the index in the state codebook can achieve higher compression performance. Note that codewords in these state codebooks are sorted by their degree of similarity to the corresponding index. Once the current processing index appears in the state codebook, the indicator bits "10" and the SOC index plus the SCI are output. In addition, a lookup table of all Euclidean distances between each two codewords in the original VQ codebook is generated in advance, and state codebooks can be generated in real time. If the index is not matched on the search path and in the state codebooks, the non-compressible indictor "11" and its OIV are output. The indicator bit should be added to the front of the compression codes of each index so the decoder can distinguish them. Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 introduce the proposed encoding and decoding algorithms in detail, respectively.
Encoding algorithm
Input: A VQ index table T; codebook C, which consists of M codewords; the number of search-order codes N1; and state codebook size N2 Output: Compression codes
Step 1: Read a VQ index X from the VQ index table T in raster scan order.
Step 2: Perform the searching procedure of the SOC algorithm, with each SP corresponding to a search-order code N, N ∈ [0, N1 -1]. If an SP is matched with the current encoding index X, then output compression codes 0||(N) 2 , where (N) 2 consists of log 2 (N1) bits, and go to Step 6; otherwise, go to Step 3. The compression code consists of log 2 (N1 + 2) binary bits, where the log 2 2 bit is used to represent the indicator "0". Consequently, the number of bits of the compression code is log 2 (M -N1 -2) bits less than that of the original VQ index.
Step 3: For each SP, sort M codewords according to the degree of similarity to the VQ index X.
Step 4: Generate a state codebook consisting of the first N2 indices of codewords in the sorted codebook. If a codeword with state codebook index SCI is matched with the current encoding index X, then output compression codes 10||(N) 2 ||(SCI) 2 , where (SCI) 2 consists of log 2 (N2) bits, and go to Step 6; otherwise, go to Step 5. The compression code requires log 2 (N1 + N2 + 4) bits for binary representation, where the log 2 4 bits are used to represent the indicator "10". Therefore, the number of bits of the compression code is log 2 (M -N1 -N2 -4) bits less than that of the original VQ index.
Step 5: The VQ index X cannot be compressed, thus output the non-compressible indicator bits "11" and the original VQ index, i.e., 11||(X) 2 , where (X) 2 consists of log 2 (M) bits; continue with Step 6. Since the compression code consists of the two indicator bits and the original VQ index, the number of bits of the compression code is 2 bits more than that of the original VQ index.
Step 6: Repeat Steps 1 to 6 until all VQ indices in the VQ index table T have been processed. Fig. 6 shows an example of our encoding algorithm. Let the codebook size, the number of search-order codes, and the state codebook size be 256, 4, and 4, respectively. The first encoding index X = 196 is at position (3, 3), and its four SPs are (3, 2), (2, 2), (2, 3), and (3, 1) with index values of 37, 203, 241, and 161, respectively. Since no SP is matched, the four state codebooks shown in Table 1 are generated to determine whether any codeword is matched or not. Obviously, the 4 th codeword of the 3 rd SP's state codebook is matched with the current processing index X = 196. Therefore, the output compression codes are "101011," which is two bits less than the original VQ index consisting of eight bits. The first two bits "10" indicate that the current encoding index X is encoded by the state codebook index. The following two bits "10" denote that the index X is mapped to the state codebook of the 3 rd SP. The last two bits "11" mean that the VQ index of the fourth index of the corresponding state codebook are the same as the current encoding index X. Step 1: Read one bit b1 from the compression codes CC. If b1 is equal to "0," it means that the following log 2 (N1) bits are search-order codes. In order to recover the original VQ index X, the log 2 (N1) bits are transformed into the decimal value N, and the searching procedure of the SOC algorithm is performed to find the index value of the N th SP on the search path; if that is the case, go to Step 4; otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2: If the extracted bit b1 is equal to 1, then read the next bit b2 from the compression codes CC. If two bits {b1, b2} are equal to "10," then it means that the following log 2 (N1+N2) bits are compression codes. The log 2 (N1+N2) bits are transformed into two decimal values N and SCI. Then, the SCI th index of the state codebook of the N th index on the search path is extracted to obtain the original VQ index X. After performing the above procedure, go to Step 4; otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3: If the two extracted bits {b1, b2} are equal to "11," it means that the following log 2 (M) bits are transformed into a decimal value to obtain the original VQ index X.
Step 4: Repeat Steps 1 to 4 until all of the VQ indices have been recovered.
Experiment Results
We compared our proposed scheme with SOC scheme [5] , Chang et al.'s scheme [6] , and ASCM scheme [7] . Fig. 7 shows the nine typical grayscale images that were used as test images. The VQ codebook was generated by the LBG algorithm [1] . The bit rate (BR) was used to evaluate the compression efficiency, and BR was calculated using the following equation: image cover of size codes n compressio of size BR = (bpp).
The lower the BR, the shorter the compression codes are, denoting better compression efficiency. The BR value of an effective compression method should be smaller than 1. If the BR value is equal to or greater than 1, it means that the image cannot be compressed. We performed several experiments to test the compression performance of the proposed scheme with different sizes of VQ codebooks and with different sizes of image blocks.
Fig. 7. Nine test images
In our first experiment, the sizes of the image block and the codebook were set to be 4 × 4 and 256, respectively. For these conditions, the BR value of the VQ compression method was 0.5 bpp. Fig. 8 shows the lowest BR values of the proposed scheme, SOC scheme [5] , Chang et al.'s scheme [6] , and ASCM scheme [7] , where, for each scheme, optimal parameters were used for the different test images. The results showed that the proposed scheme achieved better compression efficiency than any of the other schemes. This is because the proposed method can efficiently compress the original VQ indices as the search-order codes. Also, the uncompressible VQ indices, which are not encoded as search-order codes, are further compressed by the state codebook. Consequently, the number of compressed indices of the proposed method is more than that of the three related compression methods [5] [6] [7] , confirming that the BR value of the proposed method is lower than that of the related methods.
In the above experiment, we found that the parameters that each scheme used to achieve the lowest bit rates for the different test images were very close. Therefore, we set the same parameter for different test images to test the compression performance of our scheme. Fig. 9 shows the BR values of the proposed scheme and the three related schemes for each test image with the same parameter. In SOC scheme, n and SSP were set to be 2 and 1, which means that the search-order code was composed of two bits, and the starting search point was 1. In addition, two parameters in Chang et al.'s scheme, i and j, were set to be 2 and 2, which implies that the bit length of the state codebook index is i + j = 4. Simultaneously, the SCI size of ASCM scheme was set to be 1. In our proposed scheme, the number of search-order codes N1 and the state codebook size N2 were set to be 4. The proposed method produces shorter compression codes than the three related schemes. In addition, the performance of our proposed scheme with the same parameter was similar to that with the optimal parameter. Fig. 8 . Bit rates of the proposed scheme and the three related schemes [5] [6] [7] , with the VQ codebook size of 256 and optimal parameters for different test images Fig. 9 . Bit rates of the proposed scheme and the three related schemes [5] [6] [7] , with the VQ codebook size of 256 and the same parameters for each test image
The second experiment compared our scheme and the three related schemes with the codebook sized 512 and an image block sized 4 × 4. The BR value of the VQ encoding method is 0.5625 bpp for the condition. In this experiment, we compared the BR values of each scheme with the optimal parameters and the same parameters, where the optimal parameters were obtained from vast experimental results. Fig. 10 shows that our proposed scheme achieved a lower BR value than the other schemes, irrespective of the parameters. In addition, our BR values were much smaller than 0.5625 bpp, which means that our compression method significantly outperformed the traditional VQ compression method. This is because most VQ indices can be compressed as an SOC index or SCI by our method, thereby decreasing the bit rate.
(a) Optimal parameters (b) Same parameters Fig. 10 . Bit rate values of the proposed scheme and the three related schemes [5] [6] [7] , in the condition of a VQ codebook sized 512
In the third experiment, the size of the image block was set to be 8 × 8 and 16 × 16, and the codebook's size remain unchanged, i.e., N1 = 512. In the cases of two different block sizes, the BR values of the traditional VQ compression method were 0.1406 and 0.0352 bpp, respectively. Fig. 11 shows the BR values of the proposed scheme and the three related schemes with the optimal parameters and the same parameter, where the image block size is 8 × 8. The BR values in Fig. 11 are lower than those in Fig. 12 , in which the block size is 16 × 16. This is because the large block size caused a larger difference between the current encoding VQ index and its adjacent indices, thereby decreasing the possibility of finding the same VQ index from neighboring indices. This drawback decreased the number of the compressible VQ indices, thereby increasing the BR value. Bit rate values of the proposed scheme and the three related schemes [5] [6] [7] by the VQ codebook sized 512 and the image block sized 16 × 16
Although the compression efficiency of the proposed method is greater than that of the three compression methods [5] [6] [7] , the computational cost of the proposed method is more than that of the other three compression methods, as shown in Fig. 13 . This is because the proposed method combines two related methods [5, 7] to enhance the probability of finding the same VQ index, which led to more computational cost. However, the maximum computation time of the proposed method does not exceed three minutes. Moreover, as the block size increases, the computation time of the proposed method decreases, as shown in Fig. 14 . This is because the number of VQ indices with the larger image blocks is less than that with smaller image blocks. Consequently, the proposed method takes a smaller amount of time to compress the few VQ indices with large image blocks. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a lossless VQ index compression scheme that exploits the characteristic of the high similarity of neighboring image blocks to compress VQ indices. Our scheme first uses the SOC algorithm to search the same index with the current encoding VQ index from neighboring indices. If the current encoding VQ index cannot be compressed by the SOC algorithm, then state codebooks consisting of indices of the closest codewords of indices on the search path are used to compress the VQ indices. Thus, most VQ indices can be compressed by our method, thereby decreasing the bit rate. The experimental results demonstrated that our scheme had better compression performance than the VQ scheme, the SOC scheme, the ASCM scheme, and Chang et al.'s scheme. In the future, we will try to embed authentication information [8] or secret data [9, 10] into the remaining spaces, thereby achieving the purposes of identification and privacy communication. 
